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ABSTRACT: Covalent chemical modiﬁcation is a powerful
strategy for endowing low-cost graphitic carbon substrates with
designer functionality. However, the surface chemistry of carbon is
complex, making it diﬃcult to tailor carbon materials with
molecular level precision. Herein, we establish a new chemical
modiﬁcation strategy that generates strong aromatic linkages to
carbon surfaces. In particular, we show that the condensation of
amidine-containing molecules with oxidic edge defects on carbon
surfaces generates well-deﬁned pyrimidine and imidazole linkages.
X-ray photoelectron and nitrogen K-edge X-ray absorption nearedge structure spectroscopies along with time-of-ﬂight secondary
ion mass spectrometry tandem mass spectrometry analysis establish
the molecular structures of the surface linkages. We ﬁnd that the ring structure and nucleophilicity of the precursor molecule guide
the selectivity of the surface condensation reaction, with 5−5 ring strain driving selective condensation to form pyrimidine linkages
on zigzag edges. This work establishes new methods for functionalizing and analyzing carbon surfaces at the molecular level.

■

spects,17−19 generally lead to a wide diversity of surface
connectivity and can introduce undesirable cross reactions
with reactive catalytic units. More chemoselective methods
exist. For example, triazole connections to carbon can be
created via treatment with iodine azide followed by click
chemistry with an alkyne and copper catalyst.20 Additionally,
amide linkages can be generated by thionyl chloride treatment
of the carbon surface followed by exposure to an amine.21,22
However, all these methods produce single-point linkages to
the carbon surface, which introduce an electron tunneling
barrier between the host carbon and the appended molecular
unit.23,24 Aromatic, multipoint linkages can be formed via [4 +
2] cycloaddition of alkynes to carbon edge defects, but the
high temperatures (400 °C) required for this chemistry
preclude attachment of temperature-sensitive moieties.25
One chemical modiﬁcation strategy stands out with regard
to the above criteria. ortho-Phenylenediamines condense under
mild conditions (e.g., ethanol, 60 °C) with ortho-quinone edge
defects native to carbon surfaces to create robust aromatic
phenazine linkages.26,27 This facile surface chemistry furnishes
a “conjugated” linkage between an appended transition-metal

INTRODUCTION
Chemical modiﬁcation of carbon surfaces transforms an
inexpensive, ubiquitous conductor into a versatile functional
material. Carbons are modiﬁed for use as catalyst supports,
most notably for hydrogenation,1,2 and for use as electrodes in
sensors,3 batteries,4 solar cells,5 supercapacitors,6 electrolyzers,7 and fuel cells.8 In addition, there is growing interest
in utilizing carbon as a host for grafting molecular active sites
tailored for a wide variety of electrochemical and thermal
catalytic applications.9−12 For such catalytic applications, the
linkage chemistry used to graft the catalytic active site onto
carbon has a profound impact on eﬃciency and device
performance.13
To gain predictive, molecular-level insights into the behavior
of carbon-supported catalysts, linkage chemistries are desired
that simultaneously satisfy several criteria. First, the local
bonding arrangement in the linkage should be chemically well
deﬁned and predictable to enable robust structure−function
correlations. Additionally, to allow for the grafting of a large
diversity of molecular species, the linkage must be formed
under mild conditions. Despite this constraint, the linkage
must be suﬃciently robust to tolerate relatively harsh
(electro)catalytic environments. Lastly, in the context of
electrocatalysis, the linkage would ideally provide suﬃcient
electronic coupling to the carbon support to enhance electron
transfer.
Existing carbon-linkage chemistries are, by and large, unable
to satisfy all the above requirements (Scheme 1). Radical
grafting methods,14−16 while controllable in some re© 2020 American Chemical Society
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Scheme 1. Synthetic Strategies for Grafting Molecular Units
onto Graphitic Carbon Surfaces
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Scheme 2. Condensation of Benzamidine and 2Aminobenzimidazole to Graphitic Carbon Edge Defects
Generates Conjugated Surface Species

Figure 1. Proposed structures for chemical moieties introduced to the
carbon surface.

■

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Materials. Glassy carbon plates were purchased from Goodfellow,
and 5 mm OD glassy carbon disk inserts were purchased from Pine
Research Instrumentation. Both glassy carbon substrates showed the
same behavior and are thus referred to simply as glassy carbon.
MONARCH 1300 carbon powder was provided by Cabot
Corporation. Synthetic details for precursor molecules are provided
in Supporting Information. All aqueous solutions were prepared with
reagent grade water (Millipore type 1, 18 MΩ cm resistivity).
Concentrated sulfuric acid (ACS grade) was purchased from EMD
Millipore.
Carbon Surface Cleaning Procedure. Carbon functionalization
was performed on glassy carbon plates, glassy carbon disk inserts, and
MONARCH 1300 powder. Glassy carbon plates were anodized by
polarizing at +3.5 V versus RHE in a 0.1 M H2SO4 solution for 10 s.
This anodization treatment serves to increase the quinone functional
group population on carbon edge defects34,35 and remove residual
phthalate signals (likely originating from the plastic packaging of the
glassy carbon plates) detected in TOF-SIMS measurements. Glassy
carbon disk inserts were cleaned prior to each experiment by using a
BUEHLER MetaServ 250 grinder-polisher; the disk inserts were
slotted into a Teﬂon holder and placed against a BUEHLER
ChemoMet polishing pad with 10 N of force and polished with
aqueous 1, 0.3, and 0.05 μm alumina slurries successively for 1 min
each. After polishing, glassy carbon disk inserts were anodized by
polarizing at +3.5 V versus RHE in a 0.1 M H2SO4 solution for 10 s.
MONARCH 1300 powder was cleaned before use by Soxhlet
extraction in ethanol for 24 h, followed by drying in vacuo.
Preparation of Modiﬁed Graphitic Surfaces. The graphiteconjugated guanidine (GC-Guan) and amidine (GC-Amid) surfaces
were prepared by submerging cleaned carbon in a solution of 2aminobenzimidazole or benzamidine, respectively, in ethanol with 0.5
equiv of base at 60 °C for 12 h. Afterward, the carbon was soaked in
0.1 M HClO4 for 1 h to remove singly-condensed imine species and
physisorbed molecules from the surface and then sonicated in water
and ethanol successively to remove any further impurities. Fluorinated
versions (GC-Guan-F and GC-Amid-F) were also prepared using the
same procedure. These ﬂuorinated samples were particularly useful
for the following analyses because ﬂuorine has a higher relative

complex and the carbon host. We have shown that graphite
conjugation radically alters the mechanism of electron transfer,
making the appended unit behave as a metallic active site,
rather than an isolated redox-active molecular species.28,29
Furthermore, Co−porphyrins connected via an aromatic
phenazine linkage display an order of magnitude higher
catalytic activity for oxygen reduction than those connected to
carbon through a simple amide linkage.30 This change in
electrochemical behavior is hypothesized to be due to
interaction with the density of states of the bulk carbon and
the appended transition-metal site, which embeds the active
site within the electrochemical double layer. These promising
observations motivate the development of new strategies for
forming well-deﬁned heterocyclic linkages to graphitic carbons
under mild conditions.
Herein, we expand the synthetic horizons of carbon surface
modiﬁcation by establishing a method for creating imidazole-,
pyrimidine-, and imidazopyrimidine-like N-heterocycles on
carbon surfaces. These linkages are synthesized by treating
carbon surfaces with amidines under basic conditions. We
show that oxidic defects from both zigzag and armchair edges
on the carbon surface can condense with amidines to form
these N-heterocycles, closely following reactivity found for
organic molecules (Scheme 2).31−33 The linkages formed from
treating with ﬂuorine-tagged and parent amidines and
guanidines (Figure 1) are characterized by a combination of
X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) spectroscopy,
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and time-of-ﬂight
secondary ion mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS) tandem mass
spectrometry (MS) imaging, which when combined provide an
unprecedented level of molecularly precise information about
the functionalized carbon surface.
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DC current was ≈11 nA. The ion beam was operated in the high
resolution-squared (HR2) mode to achieve ≤500 nm lateral
resolution at high mass resolving power. The ﬁeld-of-view of each
analytical area was 400 μm × 400 μm divided into 256 × 256 image
pixels, that is, each square pixel is 1.56 μm in width and height. TOFSIMS data were acquired over an m/z range of 0−2000, and the ion
ﬂuence (2.18 × 1011 Bi3+ cm−2) for each acquisition was at least an
order of magnitude below the static limit of analysis. During the
analyses, low energy electrons (≤7 eV) and low energy Ar+ ions (≤10
eV) were applied for charge compensation. Data acquisition was
performed using PHI SmartSoft-TOF software, and data processing
was performed using the PHI TOF-DR (Physical Electronics, MN)
software.

sensitivity factor for XPS than other atoms typically found in organics
and is a non-native element to most carbons.
X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy. XPS spectra of glassy
carbon and molecular powders were collected using a Physical
Electronics PHI VersaProbe II or a Thermo Scientiﬁc Nexsa XPS
System with hemispherical energy analyzers and monochromatic
aluminum Kα X-ray sources (1486.6 eV). Glassy carbon samples were
attached to the sample stage with conducting carbon tape. Powder
samples were spread out on copper tape, and the copper tape was
then aﬃxed to the sample stage using double-sided tape. For glassy
carbon and molecular powder samples, data were collected using a
200 μm, 50 W focused X-ray beam at a base pressure of 5 × 10−9 Torr
and a take-oﬀ angle of 45°. Survey scans were collected with a pass
energy of 187.85 eV and a step size of 0.8 eV. High-resolution scans of
peaks of interest were collected with a pass energy of 23.50 eV and a
step size of 0.1 eV. MONARCH powder sample high-resolution
spectra were collected using a 400 μm, 72 W focused X-ray beam at a
base pressure <6 × 10−8 Torr, a take-oﬀ angle of 90°, a pass energy of
50 eV, and a step size of 0.1 eV. Molecular and carbon powder sample
spectra were measured with electron gun and ion gun neutralization.
Carbon sample spectra were referenced to the 1s graphitic carbon
peak (284.3 eV). Molecular spectra were referenced to the 1s
aromatic sp2 carbon peak (284.3 eV). Data were analyzed with
CasaXPS software. Peak ﬁttings were performed with a Shirley-type
background and Gaussian/Lorentzian line-shapes with 30% Gaussian
shape. Spectra were smoothed using a 5-point quadratic Savitzky−
Golay method.
Nitrogen K-Edge XANES. XANES measurements at the N Kedge were performed using beamline 8.0.1 of the advanced light
source at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL).36 The
incident energy resolution of the beamline was set to 0.10 eV at 400
eV. XANES spectra were simultaneously recorded in total electron
yield and total ﬂuorescence yield modes by measuring the sample
drain current and using a channeltron, respectively. The spectra were
normalized to the incident photon ﬂux monitored by measuring the
photocurrent produced by an upstream gold mesh. A reference
spectrum of hexagonal boron nitride was recorded during the
experiment to calibrate the incident photon energy. Samples were
pressed into indium foil and oriented at 45° to the incoming beam
during measurements. Consecutive spectra from one sample spot
were closely monitored for radiation damage, and data were collected
at multiple spots on each sample. In all cases, there was no shift in
edge energy or change in the spectral proﬁle between consecutive
scans, indicating no radiation damage over the scan time.
Infrared Spectroscopy. Attenuated total reﬂectance infrared
(IR) spectra were collected using a Thermo Scientiﬁc Nicolet 6700
FT-IR spectrometer and were recorded using a Ge crystal. Carbon
powder samples of GC-Amid and GC-Guan were measured at 2 cm−1
resolution. The spectral background was collected on MONARCH
1300 powder that had been Soxhlet extracted with ethanol for 24 h.
Raman Spectroscopy. Raman spectra were obtained with an
inVia Raman confocal microscope (Renishaw) using a 532 nm laser
source at ∼5 mW incident power, focused through a 10× objective
lens. A 1200 L mm−1 holographic reﬂectance grating was used for
dispersion. Spectra were obtained by repetitively scanning the spectral
range over 10 s for 10 scans. Baseline subtraction was performed in
native Wire software (version 4.4) by ﬁtting the background to a
quadratic polynomial.
Time-of-Flight Secondary-Ion Mass Spectrometry. The
analyses were performed using a PHI nanoTOF II Parallel Imaging
MS/MS instrument (Physical Electronics, Minnesota, USA). A
detailed description of this TOF−TOF instrument has been reported
previously including the attained spatial resolution, monoisotopic
precursor selection, and kiloelectron volt collision-induced dissociation (keV-CID) of the selected precursor ions to generate the tandem
MS product ion spectra.37−39 The elements and qualities of the
tandem MS spectra for composition analysis and structure elucidation
have been further elaborated in other reports.40−42 In the present
study, all the spectra and images were recorded with electrodynamically bunched pulses of a 30 keV Bi3+ primary ion beam of which the

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
XPS of Modiﬁed Carbon Surfaces Reveals Multiple N
Environments. XPS measurements of modiﬁed glassy carbon
surfaces indicate successful functionalization. Survey XPS
spectra of GC-Amid-F and GC-Guan-F show an increase in
peak intensity in the N 1s region and the appearance of an F 1s
peak. For the 2,3,4,5,6-pentaﬂuorobenzamidine-treated sample
(GC-Amid-F), the atomic concentration of N and F increased
by 2.0 and 5.1%, respectively, in agreement with the expected
2:5 N/F ratio of the precursor molecule. Glassy carbon
surfaces functionalized with 5,7-bis(triﬂuoromethyl)-1Hbenzo[d]imidazol-2-amine (GC-Guan-F) also show an increase in N and F concentration of 2.0 and 2.7%, respectively.
Likewise, this ratio is within experimental error of the expected
1:2 ratio found in the precursor compound. For both surfaces,
the N atomic concentrations are lower than that generally
found for graphite-conjugated phenazines.27,43 Though GCGuan and GC-Amid do not display electrochemical redox
handles that enable direct quantiﬁcation of surface sites, we can
estimate the surface coverage based on the ratio of XPS atomic
concentrations to surface coverage measured electrochemically
for graphite-conjugated phenazines (see Supporting Information for details). This rough estimate yields a sub-monolayer
coverage of 0.1 nmol cm−2 (real surface area basis) for both
GC-Guan-F and GC-Amid-F, consistent with functionalization
via condensation onto oxygen moieties native to the carbon
surface.
High-resolution XPS spectra of the N 1s and F 1s regions
reveal local environments about the nitrogen and ﬂuorine
atoms consistent with our proposed structures (Figure 2). All
binding energies (BEs) are referenced to the graphitic carbon
C 1s peak at 284.3 eV. As expected, the F 1s spectra of GCAmid-F and GC-Guan-F showed BEs matching that of their
respective precursor compounds (Figure S1).

Figure 2. N 1s high-resolution XPS spectra of GC-Guan-F and GCAmid-F prepared on glassy carbon. Fittings are shown in dashed lines,
and the sums of the peak ﬁttings are shown in solid black lines.
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multiple types of nitrogen in π-bonding environments that
were not present in their respective precursor compounds.
These nitrogen 1s → π* resonance energies can be directly
compared to that of other N-heterocyclic compounds. Previous
studies on N XANES of N heterocycles have found that the
energy of the 1s → π* transition is largely dependent on the
electron density of the nitrogen, which is, in turn, inﬂuenced by
the local coordination environment.44,45 Consequently, similar
N-heterocycles exhibit similar resonance energies. Peak A, at
398.7 eV, is consistent with 2-coordinate nitrogen species in a
six-membered ring, as observed in Figure 3iv. Peak B, at 399.7
eV, has an energy that matches pyridinic, 2-coordinate,
nitrogen species in ﬁve-membered imidazoles rings such as
that observed in Figure 3iii. This peak is slightly positively
shifted relative to the peak B at 399.4 eV in 2-aryl-1Hphenanthro[9,10-d]imidazole (Figure 3vii) but nonetheless
falls within the range expected for pyridinic nitrogen in 5membered rings.44 Peak C, at 401.5 eV, is line with the energy
range expected for pyrrolic, 3-coordinate, nitrogens.45
Although peak C does also coincide with resonances expected
for amide nitrogens, IR spectroscopy (Figures S6 and S7) and
TOF-SIMS results (see below) provide no indication of amide
linkages on the surface. Notably, the imidazo[1,2-a]pyrimidine
(Figure 3iii) and 2-aryl-1H-phenanthro[9,10-d]imidazole
(Figure 3vii) both have pyridinic and pyrrolic nitrogens, and
they display resonances that correspond to A, B, and C, in
varying proportions, supporting our peak assignments. The
assignment of peak D is less straightforward. We do not
observe this peak in any of our heterocyclic model compounds.
However, we note that this peak still falls in the region of
pyrrolic nitrogens, and the energy of this peak can be
inﬂuenced by neighboring surface oxygens that shift π*
resonances to higher energies. While this secondary eﬀect is
unaccounted for our model compounds, TOF-SIMS analysis
(see below) suggests oxygen moieties in close proximity to the
surface linkages and may explain the presence of peak D.
In aggregate, we ﬁnd that the spectrum of GC-Guan most
closely matches that of the imidazo[1,2-a]pyrimidine model
compound (Figure 3iii) indicating that GC-Guan predominantly forms pyrimidine-like surface connections. In contrast,
the spectrum of GC-Amid is best accounted for by a
summation of the spectral features observed in the pyrimidine
model (Figure 3iv) and pyrrolic model (Figure 3vii), leading us
to conclude that GC-Amid forms a combination of imidazolelike and pyrimidine-like surface linkages.
TOF-SIMS Analysis Indicates Pyrimidine Surface
Linkages in GC-Guan-F. The data shown so far have only
addressed the local environment of the nitrogens present on
the modiﬁed carbon samples. By performing TOF-SIMS
tandem MS imaging, we obtained molecular-level structural
information of the local binding environment of the surface
linkages themselves. TOF-SIMS tandem MS imaging was
performed by bombarding a modiﬁed carbon sample surface
with Bi3+ clusters and examining the secondary ions liberated
from the surface. We used carbon surfaces modiﬁed with
ﬂuorinated precursors to introduce easily identiﬁable F atoms
into the tandem MS product ion (MS2) spectra. The MS1
spectra were calibrated using three ions at low mass-to-charge
ratio (m/z), C2H− (m/z 25.0078), C4H− (m/z 49.0078), and
C2H2O2− (m/z 58.0054) in the negative channel. This method
provides suﬃcient mass accuracy for monoisotopic precursor
selection and generation of the associated MS2 spectra. The

The N 1s peaks for GC-Guan-F and GC-Amid-F display
broad peak envelopes centered at 399.7 and 399.4 eV,
respectively. These peak positions are distinct from those of
the precursor molecules (Figures S2 and S3), indicating that
the nitrogen signal is not from adsorbed precursor species on
the surface. For GC-Guan-F, the peak envelope is asymmetric
with a shoulder at higher BEs and ﬁts well to two environments
corresponding to pyrrolic (blue dashed line) and pyridinic (red
dashed line) nitrogens (Figure 2, top) in a 1:2 ratio. This twopeak ﬁt returns full width at half-maximum (fwhm) values of
2.1 and 1.8 eV. For GC-Amid-F, the peak envelope is more
symmetric and ﬁts well to pyrrolic (blue dashed line) and
pyridinic (red dashed line) nitrogens (Figure 2, bottom) on
the surface in a 1:1 ratio. This two-peak ﬁt returns an fwhm of
1.8 eV for both peaks. The observed fwhm for both samples is
in line with the range observed previously for graphite
conjugated nitrogen moieties of a uniform local structure
(Figure S5).27 Overall, the N 1s XPS data indicate pyrrolic and
pyridinic surface nitrogen ratios that agree with the surface
linkages shown in Figure 1.
N XANES Measurements Indicate the Presence of
Five- and Six-Membered N Heterocyclic Linkages. In
order to gather further information of the local nitrogen
bonding environment, we performed nitrogen K-edge XANES
(N XANES) spectroscopy on GC-Guan (Figure 3i) and GC-

Figure 3. N K-edge XANES spectra of (i) GC-Guan, (v) GC-Amid,
(ii,vi) precursor compounds, and (iii,iv,vii) model compounds. Four
resonance regions are observed for GC-Guan and GC-Amid at 398.7
(A), 399.7 (B), 401.5 (C), and 402.5 (D) eV, consistent with the Nheterocyclic linkages proposed in Figure 1.

Amid (Figure 3v) prepared on MONARCH 1300 carbon
powder. Both samples display four distinct resonances at 398.7
(A), 399.7 (B), 401.5 (C), and 402.5 (D) eV. Spectral features
between the 398.6 to 405 eV energy range arise from 1s → π*
transitions, whereas broad features with energies greater than
405 eV correspond to 1s → σ* transitions.44 Both GC-Amid
and GC-Guan show pronounced resonances that lie squarely
in the 1s → π* transition region. Moreover, neither of the
samples display the same resonances as their precursor
compounds (Figure 3ii,vi). Therefore, both samples have
8515
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Figure 4. (a) Negative ion polarity TOF-SIMS (MS1) spectrum of GC-Guan-F. Tandem MS product ion (MS2) spectra of precursor ions arising at
m/z (b) 318, (c) 302, (d) 294, and (e) 278 are shown with putative structural assignments. Sections of each spectra are magniﬁed to show relevant
peaks. Assignments for prominent neutral losses are indicated by arrows between two peaks. For each MS2 spectrum, the accuracy of the precursor
ion composition is based on the conﬁdence provided by the calculated mass accuracy (Δm/z). The calculated Δm/z is (b) −5.95 ppm, (c) +5.44
ppm, (d) −6.97 ppm, and (e) −8.12 ppm.

MS2 spectra were calibrated as described elsewhere for
precursor and product ion attributions.39−42
The MS1 spectrum of GC-Guan-F displays the diversity of
secondary ions generated from Bi3+ bombardment (Figure 4a).
Notable peaks across the m/z scale that ostensibly originate
from the GC-Guan-F chemical structure have been highlighted. The surface has a readily observed abundance of
ﬂuoride (F−, m/z 19), cyanide (CN−, m/z 26), and larger mass
fragments that can be traced to the introduced guanidine
molecule. Prominent high m/z peaks are found at 268, 278,
294, 302, and 318. The peak at m/z 268 corresponds to free
precursor, which likely arises from trace aminobenzimidazole
physisorbed on the glassy carbon surface.
Kiloelectron volt collision-induced dissociation (keV-CID)
of the prominent high m/z ions produces MS2 spectra (Figure
4b−e) that enable their structural assignments. In all cases,
MS2 spectra display successive loss of HF (20 Dalton, Da)
which is expected to arise from collision-induced coupling of H
atoms on the aromatic ring and F atoms from the −CF3 group.
Notably, product ions that have already lost two HF molecules
do not undergo further HF losses, as exempliﬁed by the MS2
spectrum of the m/z 238 precursor ion (Figure S13). In
addition, for the m/z 318 precursor ion, we also observe loss of
a −CF3 group. Given the negligible F content of the carbon,
these losses indicate that all selected precursor ions result from
the aminobenzimidazole condensate.

The MS2 spectra provide precise information about the
structure of the surface linkages in GC-Guan-F. For the m/z
318 precursor ion, we observe loss of CO (28 Da) and the
appearance of CN− (m/z 26) and C3NO− (m/z 66) product
ions. The C3NO− product ion and the neutral CO loss are
indicative of an oxygen atom in the precursor ion. Because the
2-aminobenzimidazole precursor contains no oxygens, this data
indicates that an oxygen atom exists in the local environment
of the surface linkage. Taken together, the MS2 fragmentation
pattern is most consistent with the structure inset in Figure 4b.
Such a structure could be formed on a carbon surface by
condensation of 2-aminobenzimidazole to a β-ketolactone-like
moiety on carbon, as shown in Scheme 3. Similar analyses were
performed on precursor ions m/z 302, 294, and 278 (Figure
4c−e), which indicate that they are all structurally related to
the m/z 318 precursor ion discussed above. In particular, the
MS2 spectra of the m/z 294 precursor ion (Figure 4d) showed
Scheme 3. Reaction of a β-Ketolactone-like Moiety on the
Carbon Surface and 2-Aminobenzimidazole
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Figure 5. (a) Negative ion polarity TOF-SIMS (MS1) spectrum of GC-Amid-F. Tandem MS product ion (MS2) spectra of precursor ions arising
from m/z (b) 214, (c) 190, (d) 174, and (e) 167 are shown with their putative structural assignments. Sections of each spectra are magniﬁed to
show relevant peaks. Assignments for prominent neutral losses are indicated by arrows between two peaks. For each MS2 spectrum, the accuracy of
the precursor ion composition is based on the conﬁdence provided by the calculated mass accuracy (Δm/z). The calculated Δm/z values are (b)
+8.99 ppm, (c) +1.87 ppm, and (d) +7.11 ppm. The mass accuracy could not be calculated for (e) using only the precursor ion and the F− product
ion.

CNO− (m/z 42) and CO (28 Da) loss, indicating the presence
of oxygen, and a simple subtraction of a C2 unit from the
structure in Figure 4b inset produced a viable structural
candidate (Figure 4d inset). The m/z 302 and 278 precursor
ions do not display characteristic oxygen losses, and their
masses correspond to the removal O and C2O units,
respectively, relative to the m/z 318 precursor ion. Further
analysis of the associated neutral losses and product ions is
provided in Table S1 and supports the structural assignments
in the insets of Figure 4c−e. In summary, the MS2 data provide
strong evidence of pyrimidine linkages on the surface of GCGuan-F that are formed by condensation with β-ketoenol and
β-ketolactone moieties on zigzag edges of the graphitic carbon.
Following the assignment of the ion compositions on the
MS2 spectra of GC-Guan-F, we performed spectral calibrations
based on our assignments to further substantiate the precursor
and product ion attributions. The calibrations provided both
the calculated mass accuracy (Δm/z) at the precursor ion
(reported in units of ppm below) and the average accuracy of
all MS2 product peaks used in the calibration (reported in units
of ppm ave.); both are measures of the correctness for the peak
compositions. The precursor ions at m/z 318 (C12F6H2N3O−),
302 (C 12 F 6 H 2 N 3 − ), 294 (C 10 F 6 H 2 N 3 O − ), and 278
(C10F6H2N3−) have mass accuracies of −5.95 ppm (+1.76
ppm ave.), +5.44 ppm (+0.55 ppm ave.), −6.97 ppm (+2.77

ppm ave.), and −8.12 ppm (+2.85 ppm ave.), respectively.
Most of the product ions had a signal-to-background ratio (S/
B) < 20, wherein the peak centroid was ill-deﬁned; this
contributed to the high calculated Δm/z. (Typically, Δm/z > ±2
ppm represents diminishing conﬁdence.) Nevertheless, reasonable mass accuracies were achieved, and the collective
weight of the data supports both the peak compositions and
the proposed structures.
Precursor ions with larger m/z also showed evidence for
guanidine linkages on GC-Guan-F. The precursor ions at m/z
693 and 665 (Figures S11 and S12) exhibited dissociation into
product ions m/z 278 and 665 and 278, 302, and 318,
respectively. Although exact chemical compositions of the m/z
693 and 665 precursor ions cannot be determined with the
available data, these data both demonstrate that Bi 3 +
bombardment liberates larger carbon fragments that also
contain the surface-condensed guanidine moiety as a
substructure. MS2 spectra of m/z < 250 precursor ions were
also collected and analyzed. Selected MS2 spectra that likely
originated from GC-Guan-F are shown in Figures S13−S17.
Taken together, the TOF-SIMS data point strongly to
pyrimidine surface linkages on zigzag edges present in GCGuan-F.
TOF-SIMS Analysis Indicates Imidazole Linkages in
GC-Amid-F. We performed a similar analysis on the secondary
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anions arising from the GC-Amid-F surface (Figure 5). In
addition to the expected F− (m/z 19) and CN− (m/z 26)
peaks at low m/z, these measurements showed high mass
peaks at m/z 167, 174, 190, and 214 (Figure 5a). Notably, for
the GC-Amid-F, we do not observe any appreciable peak at m/
z 209 or 210 that would correspond to the anion of the
adsorbed molecular benzamidine precursor.
All of the prominent high mass peaks further fragment to
reveal F− in the MS2 spectra (Figure 5b−d), indicating that
they all arise from the surface bound GC-Amid-F moieties.
Among these high mass peaks, the m/z 167 precursor ion
displayed the simplest MS2 spectrum (Figure 5e), with loss of
the C 6 F4 (148 Da) neutral fragment. This leads to
straightforward assignment of this peak as C6F5−, as depicted
in Figure 5e inset. Similarly, the m/z 174 precursor ion displays
loss of the same C6F4 neutral fragment to reveal the CN− ion
in the MS2 spectrum (Figure 5d). Thus, we assign this peak to
the C6F4CN− ion (Figure 5d inset).
The precursor ion m/z 190 is 16 Da greater than m/z 174
and exhibited a neutral loss of CO (28 Da), compellingly
suggesting the presence of an oxygen atom that may originate
from a carbon surface lactone (Figure S18). There were also
product ions with S/B ≥ 8 at m/z 50 (C3N−), 74 (C3F2−), and
124 (C6F4N−). Additionally, the MS2 spectrum of m/z 190
revealed successive losses with strong intensity, as opposed to
the orthogonal losses that are observed in many of the other
MS2 spectra in Figures 4 and 5. Such successive losses with
high S/B are commonly observed in linear molecules.40
Therefore, we assigned the m/z 190 precursor ion to a ringopened structure, as shown in Figure 5c.
The MS2 spectrum of the m/z 214 precursor ion reveals that
GC-Amid-F contains an imidazole-like ﬁve-membered ring
(Figure 5b). Indeed, the m/z 66 (C3N2H2−) peak corresponds
to an intact imidazole product ion. While the m/z 66 peak
would also be consistent with an oxazole-like ring (C3NO−),
that assignment requires a complex array of fragmentation/
rearrangement reactions to explain the other product ions. In
contrast, the assignment of m/z 66 as an imidazole product ion
is consistent with successive neutral losses of HF, C2H, and
C2F2 that produces the m/z 107 peak (Figure S19). Notably,
evidence for the formation of a six-membered pyrimidine-like
ring was not observed from TOF-SIMS measurements on GCAmid-F.
As described above for the GC-Guan-F MS2 spectra, we
performed spectral calibrations on our GC-Amid-F MS2
spectra to further appraise the accuracy of our precursor and
product ion attributions. In the case of the precursor ions at
m/z 214 (C9F4N2H2−), 190 (C7F4NO−), and 174 (C7F4N−),
the calculated mass accuracies were +8.99 ppm (+12.46 ppm
ave.), +1.89 ppm (−11.07 ppm ave.), and +7.11 ppm (+8.08
ppm ave.), respectively. These peak accuracies are very much
in line with expectation, particularly given the low S/B < 20 of
many of the product ions, which impedes precise ﬁtting of the
peak centroids. We note that mass accuracies could not be
determined for the m/z 167 ion because of the relatively few
product ions available for mass calibration. Nonetheless, this
mass accuracy analysis supports our chemical formula
assignments of the precursor ions. Together, the TOF-SIMS
analysis provides strong evidence for the presence of imidazole
surface linkages in GC-Amid-F.
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DISCUSSION

Here, we have used a combination of XPS, N XANES, and
TOF-SIMS to characterize, at a molecular level, surface
linkages that are formed from treatment of graphitic carbon
surfaces with amidine and guanidine precursors. These studies
revealed that GC-Guan selectively forms surface pyrimidine
linkages, whereas GC-Amid forms both pyrimidine and
imidazole linkages, in varying ratios, depending on the
substitution pattern of the amidine precursor.
The foregoing conclusions relied on the high structure
sensitivity of N XANES in combination with the molecularly
precise information provided by TOF-SIMS tandem MS
analysis. In particular, N XANES spectra capture the diversity
of local N environments but provide limited information about
the extended connectivity of the surface linkage. On the other
hand, TOF-SIMS analysis of relatively large molecular
fragments provides unique insights into longer range
connectivity but is unable to sample all environments with
equal sensitivity. Importantly, the coupling of TOF-SIMS with
tandem MS was critical for unambiguous structural assignments. Together, this work highlights the value of multitechnique analysis for characterizing novel carbon surface
chemistry with exceptional molecular precision.
We build on previous studies that have also characterized
modiﬁed carbon surfaces using TOF-SIMS. One such study
focused on the change in functional groups on carbon ﬁbers
after chemical treatment by examining small secondary ions
(m/z < 100) originating from carbon ﬁbers.46,47 Another set of
papers probe the catalytic activity of pyrolyzed Co/N/C
catalysts via TOF-SIMS by using either CN− or CoNxCz+ ion
fragments as proxies for the surface concentration of catalytic
sites.48,49 In contrast to these examples, we focus on secondary
ions that have similar or larger m/z than the precursor amidine
and guanidine molecules. In our samples, these larger
secondary ions cannot originate from the physisorbed
precursor and instead must arise from covalently bonded
moieties. A similar approach was demonstrated in a study on
polymeric ﬁlms grafted onto carbon surfaces, which found ion
fragments suggesting a polymer−C2−OH linkage, where the
C2OH was proposed to have originated from a phenolic group
on the carbon surface.15,16 Our tandem MS analysis lets us take
one step further and make detailed structural assignments of
complex, multibond aromatic linkages. Thus, our work expands
the breadth of analysis possible by TOF-SIMS.
The structural insights that emerge from this study establish
that the selectivity of the surface linkage can be controlled by
tuning the structure of the precursor molecule. In particular,
the reactivity patterns of the graphitic carbon surface follow
basic principles of physical organic chemistry. For example, the
more nucleophilic benzamidine undergoes condensation at
both the zigzag and armchair oxidic functional groups to
generate both pyrimidine and imidazole linkages in GC-Amid.
In contrast, the less nucleophilic 2,3,4,5,6-pentaﬂuorobenzamidine shows a preference for condensation with more
electrophilic ortho-quinone structures found on armchair
edges of graphitic carbon, forming predominantly imidazole
linkages in GC-Amid-F. On the other hand, by using a
precursor guanidine bound in a 5-membered ring, such as 2aminobenzimidazole or 5,7-bis(triﬂuoromethyl)-1H-benzo[d]imidazol-2-amine, one can steer the surface linkage toward the
less-electrophilic β-ketoenol functional groups prevalent on the
zigzag edges to form pyrimidine linkages with high selectivity.
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The lack of signiﬁcant surface imidazole linkages on GC-Guan
is attributed to the sizable strain inherent in the formation of a
5−5 fused ring system. Together, these results indicate that
ring structure and nucleophilicity of a precursor molecule are
powerful handles for guiding the selectivity of surface
condensation reactions (Scheme 4).
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CONCLUSIONS
We establish that condensing amidine-containing compounds
with graphitic carbon surfaces generates well-deﬁned pyrimidine and imidazole linkages to native edge defects. XPS, N
XANES, and TOF-SIMS tandem MS analysis provide
corroborating evidence that the acyclic amidine precursor
molecules form both pyrimidine and imidazole linkages
depending on the nucleophilicity of the precursor. In contrast,
the data evince selective formation of pyrimidine linkages upon
surface condensation with a 5-membered cyclic guanidine
precursor. This work showcases the combination of multiple
analytical techniques to characterize sub-monolayer surface
linkage chemistry with molecular-level detail, despite the
complex heterogeneity inherent to carbon surfaces.
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